LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION
Dear Sir/Madam,

The Hague, 4th of August 2021

I am pleased to endorse Miss Marie Zamecnikova, who is currently appointed as a Community Manager at the
Atlantic Forum since November 2020. As part of her responsibilities, she is managing the communication and
engagement activity of Atlantic Forum. Aside from that, she is my principal point of contact for our communication
volunteers, plans Atlantic Forum information activities, gives direction to the agenda, week and month plannings and
conducts various social media campaigns such as the #NATOEducation Month, #WomanAreNATO, and our current
running Centre of Excellence spotlight campaign. She also chairs the volunteer Social Media team.
Marie has reflected many valuable capacities during our projects. She was part of the project management team and
developed a communication strategy for our Spring Conference. She demonstrated a keen eye and feeling for how
various bits of information and events related to one another. During the Spring Conference, she showed her
proactive mindset, moderating skills, NATO organization expertise, technical support skills, and coordination skills of
the project team. Marie was responsible for our stakeholder management during various events. She is also in direct
contact with NATO delegations in Brussels as well as other NATO bodies and youth organizations. Marie is a highly
goal-oriented person, who monitors NATO's political agenda and then selecting, filter and analyse the news to provide
a link with our own content production. Finally, she is in direct interaction with our patrons who seek to republish
existing work through our channels.
Over the last couple of months, Marie has demonstrated a remarkable sense for communication, organisation of
events, and supporting the idea of making these events one of the largest completely youth-led conferences on NATO
and trasatlanticism for the successor generation. By employing her own technical skills, she transferred various tools
used during the conference to uplift Atlantic Forum's e-conference abilities to the next level. Thirdly Marie
demonstrated her ability to liaison with high-level speakers and projected a sense of teamwork with a positive attitude
as well as behind-the-scenes communications with speakers and stakeholders. She is an exceptionally hard-working
and flexible person with strong organisational and multi-cultural awareness; Marie would undoubtedly be a highly
suitable candidate for any program coordination or position of a similar nature.
In all, I believe Marie to be a strong asset to your team and other managerial functions.
Should you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me at info@Atlantic-Forum.com.

Sincerely yours,

Captain John G.L.J. Jacobs
Director Atlantic Forum
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